Community Council Meeting
April 13, 2018
11:45 - 1:00 pm
1. Welcome - Paul Caldarella
2. DIBELS Data review - Alicia Tripp
Action: Happy with our scores compared to district, but would like to see a comparison
with other East side schools with similar demographic.
Action: We should pay attention in the future to percent of improvement pre and post
assessments. This would help determine how intervention is successful.
Can we look at percent improvement in DIBELS rather than SAGE? Which gives us
most useful information about interventionist success?
Action: With all of this data in place can we also have the information just on the children
getting intervention (the children in the red or yellow)? Is Yellow group getting enough
help?
Action: Keeping an eye on budget, looking for interventionists/programs for math and
science, other skills beyond Language Arts. Do we need new interventionists, or train
the same interventionists? We should explore this for next year.
Action: We shouldn't switch the plans until we continue with this long enough to see the
data (because of learning curve getting things started). However, if it doesn’t seem to be
working, we shouldn’t wait too long to make a change.
3. Safety report - Sarah Ashby
Action: Checking in at front office, can they check out at back doors instead of going
back and forth. Walkie talkies? Phones? Should they check in and out at the same spot.
What is safest way for checking visitors in and out?
Action: We need consistency in handing out lanyards and checking in parents when they
are simply walking their kids to class.
Action: We’d like to have better identification for the security people checking in and out.
Call them Trackers? Bouncers? Hall Monitors? Safety Monitor? We need something
more official so visitors recognize them.
Action: Find out what we are doing with tennis court? Reported engineer coming to look
at grounds and fence. We should also get parent input.
4. Cycling off committee (Not on agenda, brought up by Paul)
Action: Alicia, Jennie, Heather, Lisa(?), Nikki, Sarah will be off committee. We need to
get replacements started. We need a bio submission to get on the ballot. Provide advice
for or sample of what to put on the bio. Perhaps put a link on the website to submit bio.
5.. Discussion around and finalizing 2018-19 Trust Lands Plan - Paul
10 interventionists paid for by Trust Lands Plan. One paid for with school budget.
We hired to meet needs. If our needs change (adding math) we may need to pay for
more interventionists.
Action: Next year in the fall we will look at available DIBELS and SAGE scores to see if
we met the 5% improvement goal.

Play Works
Action: Proposed $7,000 of Trust Lands cover part of PlayWorks program. Rest of cost
out of local school budgets. This year Trust Lands approved $7,000 for behavior efforts
in the school.
Action: Community Council is concerned about having a consistent, coordinated effort
with same approach, same language among classroom teachers, outdoor supervisors,
and LSR. Reported that last month’s presentation indicated that there would be common
language among all.
Action: Community Council would like to follow up about the integration and success of
the program. Will they get to see a report from next year? Reported: Yes, the data is part
of the program.

10 members voted in favor of implementing, one against, and one absent, but need
added language that addresses that PlayWorks supports our PBIS that is already in
place.

